I. Report out on Accreditation Training regarding Why Outcomes/New Standards
   Transparency; Grades vs. SLOs
   Obj. vs. SLOs
   Student Services PLOs – how to announce/inform students. Seems easy for courses (with Syllabus)

II. Old Business
   a. SLO Map
      Syllabus: Objectives and SLOs; Can we list the SLOs in the online schedule somehow (which means Banner Notes section)
      SLOs that change every semester – how to inform students of the SLOs (we focus on just a handful at a time, do we change the syllabus each semester – NO)

   b. Requirement to put PLO results on the Web site (Review handout from last meeting)

   c. GLO schedules
      Schedule coming to this group once it gets through the governance process.

   d. IO: Should the be the same as GLOs
      Bring samples from other Institutions;

For next meeting: How to collect assessment results in an anonymous way?